
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

AUTUMN ACTION WEEKEND 
26/27 October 
Seven hardy souls made their way to the last 
Gallery Rifle Weekend of the year at Bisley and 
Team Derby did OK. Well the two Jims did! 
 

The results are listed in gun types this time as it 
looks like this is how they will be published in 
future. Now when at Bisley you can check your 
scores on your phone to see how well you are 
doing, or not in Dave’s case. 
 

GALLERY RIFLE SMALLBORE  
Timed & Precision 1 
A steady 297 placed Jim S 5th in X class  

 
While in A class Jim Sta came first with 296.  
Tim was having problems and only scored 266. 
Simon did OK and came 6th in B class with 281. 
 

Timed & Precision 2  

 
Jim Sta won A class with 576. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Multi-Target 
Nothing great in this event, Jim S 7th, Jim Sta 8th. 
 

1500 
Tim was disappointed with his 1445 but the 
conditions were awful on the Saturday when he 
shot. 
Jim Sta shot a respectable 1462 for 3rd place in A 
class. 
 

1020 
4th place for Jim Sta with 1013 
 

Speed Steel Challenge 
Dave used to be in the top four – now it’s the 
bottom four. 
 

Mini McQueen 
Simon had a go and was pleased with 44/1. 
 
Gallery Rifle Centrefire 
Timed & Precision 1 
Jim S shot a 300 but with a poor x count to finish 
9th. Dave dropped points at 25m as usual. 
Jim Sta did better with 300/21 to get 2nd place in A 
class and Chris scored 298/12 

 
Simon was 5th in B class 
 

Timed & Precision 2  
Tim is in X class and 589 placed him 2nd out of two. 
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Jim Sta won A class scoring 593 
 

Multi-Target 
Jim Sm shot a reasonable 118/12 but so did others 
and came 4th. Jim Sta scored 116, 8th. Dave 113 for 
10th and Chris need to practice this more. 
  

1500 
In the conditions Jim Sta did well with 1480 coming 
3rd now he is in X class. 
Tim was not happy with 1471 but he was 4th in B 
class and Chris scored 1368. 
 

1020 
Jim Sta was 4th on 1013 and Chris 989 
 

Advancing Target 
In X class Jim Sta was one of only two to score a 
maximum but missed winning on x count. Jim S 
dropped two on the first run then cleaned it but 
only good enough for 4th. Dave 172. 
Tim made a mess of it but Simon did OK and 151 
got him 3rd in B class. 
 
GALLERY RIFLE CENTREFIRE CLASSIC 
Timed & Precision 1 
Both Jims scored 299, Jim Sta 22 x count placed 
him 3rd while Jim S miserable 14 got him 5th. 

 
Meanwhile Dave was doing his usual trick of 
cutting the target in half on the turn to score 288. 
 

Multi-Target 
Jim S was placed 3rd scoring 115, Jim Sta 5th on 113 
and Dave 7th on 107. 
 

Advancing Target 
Again the Jims were neck and neck both scored 178 
but Jim S superior 24 x’s crushed Jim Sta 21 x into 
second place. Dave was 7th with 169 after another 
turning target caught him asleep. 

LONG BARRELLED PISTOL 
Timed & Precision 1 

 
It was the first time for Jim with his new red-dot 
and it seemed to work, winning A class with 297, 
Tim was 11th on 290. Simon got 3rd place in B class 
with 272. 
 

Timed & Precision 2  
Tim shot a reasonable 562 but with only two 
competitors in X class he was second. 
 

Timed & Precision 3 
Tim made the dreaded mistake of dropping his only 
magazine – game over. 
  

Multi-Target 
Jim was 2nd in A class with 112 while Simon shot a 
91. 
 

Advancing Target 
Both in A class, Jim S was 2nd scoring 175 and 
Simon 9th with 158. 
 
LONG BARRELLED REVOLVER 
Timed & Precision 1 
In X class Chris shot a 294 but in A class Jim S shot a 
297/16 and was the overall winner. 
 

Timed & Precision 3 
More success for Jim S winning by a couple of 
points. 
 

Multi-Target 
In X class yet another win for Jim S scoring 112. 
 

WA 48 
It couldn’t last, a couple of silly 8’s dropped Jim S 
into 4th. 
 

Advancing Target 
Jim S equalled his 177 PB but was pushed into 2nd 
place on x count, in A class Tim was 4th. 



200yard ANY RIFLE 
Dave M was our only representative as Peter was 
missing and Jim S was without a working gun. 
His score was 148 which was a winning score a few 
years ago but how times have changed and scores 
gone up. Seventh out of seven. 
 
200yard CSR 
Dave H was struggling with his sitting position and 
was last. 
 
McQueen 
Again only Dave M but he shot well and was 10th 
with 50/2 beating some top shooters. 
 
PRACTICAL RIFLE 
This was in place of the PP event so Tim supported 
it, from very close to the bottom. But he will have a 
go at anything that involves running around 
shooting fast. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
Tim summed it up as a bad end to a bad season but 
then he is rarely happy with his scores. The 
weekend was great for some but disappointing for 
others who should spent time practicing through 
the winter (Dave). If anyone fancies having a go at 
one of the events we travel to just ask for the 
information, it would be great for more to travel. 


